Faculty of Engineering

Written Submission for the Progress Review

The purpose of the Written Submission is to provide evidence of progress since the Confirmation Review. The Written Submission consists of two parts, the progress review report and the research output.

Part 1: Progress Review Report

Length: 1000-1500 words

Structure of the Report:

1. Title of the research report (PhD (Industry)) or thesis (PhD)

2. Brief overview of the research project
   Provide the research rationale and an overview of major parts or stages of the research project. A flow chart showing the structure of your research project might be useful here.

3. Statement of progress
   Summarise the work you have completed in your research project since the Confirmation Review. Include a timeline for project completion.

4. Outline of the proposed structure for the thesis (PhD)/portfolio (PhD (Industry))
   
   PhD
   Present the thesis chapter titles, and a brief chapter summary (2-3 sentences) that outlines the content of each chapter.

   PhD(Industry)
   Present the portfolio submission titles, and a brief submission summary (2-3 sentences) that outlines the content of each submission.

5. References

Part 2: Research Output

In addition to the report, students must submit any one of the following as further written evidence of progress since the Confirmation Review:
- any publication (submitted, accepted or published)
- any manuscript in preparation
- draft thesis chapter (PhD) / portfolio submission and exegesis chapter (PhD(Industry))